
TCP/IP Two Door Access Control  TC3000

Hardware:

1.  Support 2 door--Door with four readers and two push button interface.

2.  With door sensor for door

3.  Relay output for use with Normally Open and/or Normally Closed type locks.

4.  Can Opeate off-line and real-time monitoring.

5.  100,000 events can be stored.(off-line), Can store unlimited events to PC.

6.  40,000 users can be registered.

7.  Network communication using TCP/IP 10M/100M adaptive.

8.  Expandable to use unlimited number of controllers.

Specifacations

1.  Support ACCESS & SQL database. 16.  Alarm for illegal break in.

2.  Offline Operation. 17.  Unlocking at specified time.

3.  Real-time Supervision. 18.  Integranted fire control.

4.  Photo Display. 19.  Anti-passback & anti-tail.

5.  Mass Storage. 20.  Interlocking.( Only available for 2-door controller and 4-door controller)

6.  Flexible user privilege setup. 21.  Multi-card unlocking.

7.  Remote Unlocking. 22.  Emergency double locking.

8.  Multi-user supervision. 23.  In door population checking.

9.  Simply checking and query 24.  Unlocking based on internal and external validation.

10.  Revisable and printable report form. 25.  Normal shift and multi-shifts time attendance management system.

11.  Report can be exported to EXCEL file. 26.  Fixed ration dining management system.

12.  Card+password unlocking. 27.  Meeting attendance management system.

13.  Alarm door left open (reauires door sensors) 28.  Online Patrol management system

14.  Alarm for invalid card swiping. 29.  Security Alarm management system.

15.  First card unlocking.

17.  Unlocking at specified time.







 * Four Door Access Controller Wiring Diagram(TCP/IP Communication)



Chapter Two Access Controller Diagrammatic Connection

   Access Controller Wiring Diagram For TCP/IP Communication

With the work network seamless connection, is similar to joins a computer to be simple quickly;

Controls conveniently: The connection all may use for in nct>vork any computer to realize to the equipment management;

   Matters needing, attention:



Appendix
Alarm Output and Fire Linkage Extend Board(Optional part)

I.      Overview

II.      The characteristics of the module

1. Fow-alann output, can definite functions freely for one door or some doors of the connected controller.

2. Can connect fire signal output, and automatically open all doors of the connected controller after receiving fire signal; 

    meanwhile, one fire alarm record will be occurred for query afterwards.

3. Available for “illegal intrasion'^^door long time open"，”threct enter*’linkage to open the door",

“invalid card” and “fire alarm linkage out
M

 etc.

4. Canbe set for each output of the delay time 0~6000 seconds.

III.      The appearance of structure

Fire and alarm linkage extend pannel is one add-on module of access controllers.lt is for output linkage of offering fire and 

alarm signala.lt is with the advantages of strong practicability. Simple connecting and stable functions .With power and relay 

indicator light,which can indicate the communication faults.lt is a cost- effective and high-performance linkage extend module.


